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Jason arrived as our world turned upside
down. It was already an election year so my
husband was extremely busy and all of the
sudden I had gone from my full-time career to
being a full-time stay at home mom and CEO
of virtual learning for our boys. A perfect
time for Jason to be added to the mix! From
the second we picked him up in the IKEA
parking lot we knew we were in for a treat.
Such a fun and loving personality, VERY
handsome and a total goofball.
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It's hard to believe that we will have had
Jason for almost exactly 2 years. In so
many ways it went by so quickly. It has
been awesome watching him grow into a
young, confident dog. I am so proud of the
way he lays calmly at my feet at the batting
cages, how he checks in and ignores all of
the girls at our elementary school who are
squealing and telling him how cute he is
and how he has memorized the layout of
our neighborhood Target and TJ Maxx.
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I am pretty sure Jason thinks he was raised
in Disneyland. Coming home during COVID
and then heading into virtual school - life
around the house was pretty action packed.
Not only were the boys always home but
Jason quickly developed a fondness for our
pet Murphy - a black lab mix. They spent
many hours tugging and snuggling and at the
end of the day - I am sure she will miss him
more than she is letting on to.
There are so many things I'll miss about
Jason but nothing more than him staring at
me every night until I sit on the floor so we
can snuggle. It has been one of our greatest
pleasures to have him in our family and he
will always have a place with us. We wish
you only the best Baby J! You've got this.

All of our love, Laine, Rick, Jack, Max
and Murphy
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Raiser of the Month
Montana…he communicates joy and love of life!
Montana arrived at our home during the midst of Guiding
Eyes’ kennel evacuation in March 2020, right at the beginning of
the pandemic, and for the past two years he has been blissfully
unaware of the pandemic raging around him. While a dogs-eye
view of the pandemic may include a family who is always
around, Montana’s experience of the world these past two years
was otherwise filled with all the adventure and challenge that a
lab puppy could hope for.
Indeed, Montana succeeded in
filling our home with an exuberance
that might otherwise have been hard
to find in a world of lockdowns and
masks. From day one, when he
would howl when separated from us
in his kennel, Montana has been a
large presence in our home.

Montana engages in everything that he does fully---whether
eagerly learning new skills, trying to convince us to play fetch, or
even sleeping with loud snores, sighs and readjustments.
Whatever he is doing, he communicates joy and love of life--bringing us along with him.
Like so many Guiding Eyes puppies born during the
pandemic, Montana’s early introduction to the world was limited
to mostly outdoor spaces. His regular walks around the Capitol
Building and onto the National Mall made him a favorite of the
Capitol police officers we passed each day.

When he finally had the chance to actually go inside Trader
Joe’s (his first indoor activity), he was way more confident than
we were and took to it immediately without our Covid
trepidation. Anytime we walked by Trader Joe’s from that first
day on, he was eager to get back inside—or even to just make the
sliding doors open for him.

He quickly adjusted and learned to love trips to the
bank, post office, CVS and even Children’s National
Hospital when the last members in our family got their
vaccines. Montana’s sweet, playful demeanor always
made everyone smile who he passed on the street---and he
certainly added a bit of levity and calm to everyone
around us during those difficult times.
Montana has experienced all aspects of a Covid school
experience. He attended eighth grade in zoom classes at
home and was eventually able to experience a few inperson classes when schools returned to hybrid.

This is a picture of Montana and raiser Zoe when they
were featured in a community-based newspaper, The Hill
Rag, that provides coverage to Capitol Hill, SW
Waterfront, H Street NE and Navy Yard neighborhoods.
The article was written by Zoe’s sister, Sarah, for the
February 2021 issue.
Montana has amazed us from day one with his drive to
learn, his loyalty to his people, his eagerness to play with
anyone who is willing, and his ability to spread happiness,
if even for a moment, to everyone he encounters. He has
grown our hearts, and we are so proud of him and how far
he has come.

Zoe and the entire family who helped raise Montana
will miss him terribly and wish him much success as he
heads back to NY in March for IFT testing.
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Raiser of the Month
Finnian…he’s a city boy and a swimmer!
Finnian, at 8 weeks, arrived to a full house. In March of
2020, Covid had just begun and there was a migration of family
members from Chicago and Mexico, hence the full house.
Finnian grew up with lots of chatter, noise and commotion
around him – to this day, he relaxes when the house is busy and
more restless in a quiet home.

As a pup, Finnian had
three of us to take shifts in
the playpen, laptops in hand,
calming him and teaching
him to “get a toy.”

As he grew, we quickly realized he was fearless,
climbing on rocks and edges that scared us but did not
phase him. From an early age, he welcomed road trips
– to the ocean in Rhode Island, visiting grandma in
New Jersey and his favorite, trips to Chicago. Fin is a
city dog and a swimmer, so Chicago suited him well,
getting to practice his dog distraction while swimming
every day in Lake Michigan.
Despite his teenage
acne, Finnian is a handsome boy with a big head and
impeccable house manners.
We will miss many things
about Fin; how he lays
down to drink water, how
he brings us his multitude
of favorite toys, how he
goes into belly rub position
whenever approached, how
he is always up for playing
tennis and football, and
most of all, how he (and
us) love to cuddle in front
of the tv.
We love you Finnian and know you are off to
great things!
Elaine, Jacky and the entire family

Daughter Jacky taking her
turn in the playpen.

Raiser of the Month
Julie…a best friend, playmate, companion!
Julie was a joy from the moment we met her in June
2020. Raising this little bundle was a pandemic project for
us and our daughter, Lila, who was then entering high
school. We hoped she would help distract the whole family
from the isolation, stress, and worry of Covid. But Julie
quickly became so much more than that - a best friend,
playmate, companion, student and teacher all in one.
Julie is an exuberant gal who
never met another dog or person
she did not like. And some dogs
she liked *very* much, until she
learned how to be polite and
express her enthusiasm
appropriately:-). Her approach
to life is best described as
expecting that every new person
(or dog) is a new friend waiting
to be discovered. Which is a
wonderful example for all of us.

Julie is an exuberant gal who never met another dog or
person she did not like. And some dogs she liked *very*

Julie’s highlights were playing with toys (specially with
her sister Juniper) and cuddling and napping in Lila’s lap.
Even when she was over 70 pounds! She also loved to learn
new things, and even as recently as Christmas 2021 break
worked very hard to perfect her house manners before IFT.

Julie is just a sweet, loving gal who is a ton of fun, she is
a warm and loving friend, and a happy & capable
companion. We loved every minute that we got to have with
her. We are so proud of all she has learned and we know she
will continue to make us proud.
Lila, Katy and Family
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Welcome New and Repeat Raiser
Dante joins Montgomery
Region after having a puppy
start with the Baltimore
Region. Dante is being raised
by repeat raiser Kiersten and
is also being reunited with his
brother Dexter who is also
being trained in this Region.

Welcome new raiser Ann and
welcome her new pup in
training, Charlotte.

Susan and daughter Joanne will
be raising little Betty…welcome
back to the group of full-timers.
sraisers.
After a short break from full-time
raising, Jane is back and will be
helping Sama – one of the three
Montgomery Region pups that were
delivered on December 19 by Pilots
to the Rescue.
Sama and Gary are out of the
Lark/Gerald “G” litter. I raised Lark. I
also raised Blondie out of Lark’s first
litter and now Sama out of her 2nd
litter.

Amrita will be taking on the final
training for Vroom who was given a
good puppy start by Sandra and
family. Welcome back Amrita.

It’s fun raising grand puppies!

Affectionate attachment to these young creatures is mutual
and sending them forth to serve and guide is a profound
experience of mixed emotions. It is why we grow as human
It’s fun raising grand puppies
As a GEB raisers, the most common question we hear
beings in this process of raising guide dogs.
from prospective raisers who love the mission is “How can you
What I did not realize is how much a released guide dog,
give them up?” We started raising guide pups in 2017 with
especially one like Perkins, would participate in raising a new
Gunner, a black lab with Lusi in Raleigh, Eros, a yellow lab with
pup. Gary became Perkins little side kick instantly, watching
Jules in Seattle. We stay in touch with both Lusi and Jules
his moves and his behaviors and how to be a real dog! While
to proudly hear how “our boys" are doing. Perkins was
Perkins is not guiding, he is actively raising a puppy to be a
medically released in November 2020 and Gary arrived just in
guide dog. Basic commands, “get busy,” food manners,
time for Christmas 2021.
attentive walking, sharing toys and cooperative play have all
I often imagined it would be much easier to raise and return
been demonstrated by Perkins with Gary as an eager learner.
your pup back to NY for their IFT test if another dog lived in the
My new worry is not how I will manage Gary leaving for
home. It would remove the sting of a dogless home when you are
IFT, but how will Perkins manage without his companion and
feeling deep loss. We do not raise puppies for selfish motives,
trainee. Perkins, released for medical imperfections, was not
but the truth is that sending a pup to IFT is not for sissies.
able to be a guide dog, but he has been re-purposed to assist
other dogs in becoming a guide dog.

A Career Change: Perkins Helps to Raise Gary

Thank you Dixcy and family for
raising Gary and putting into
such wonderful words the feeling
that all of us in the Montgomery
Region, and beyond, have when it
comes to being a volunteer that is
willing to give so much for a
great cause.

.

What a great career for Perkins!!!

.
.
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Pilots To The Rescue

What is “Pilots to the Rescue”?

December 19, 2021 · Stevensville, MD ·
LIVE Transport of 7 future guide dogs from Guiding Eyes
for the Blind to their volunteer puppy raisers. Come

meet the adorable pups Betty, Empire, Gary,
Grant, Greer, Sama, and Champ!

Michael Schneider of Pilots to the Rescue and Guiding
Eyes CEO Thomas Panek in the cockpit.
Pilots to the Rescue is a 501(c) 3 Non-profit volunteer
organization whose mission is to transport domestic and
endangered animals, as well as people, that are at risk. PTTR
supports its network of trained volunteer pilots so they can
focus on their missions and do greater good.
www.pilotstotherescue.org

Jericho – Graduate Retired
Thank you to Montgomery Region’s
invaluable puppy raisers who gave Jericho the
best foundation possible.

Margie and Lou
Jericho’s puppy
start family

Jericho and his new partner,
Tracy, finished their training in July
2021 and began their team guide dog
work in Connecticut.
After a short working experience
Jericho informed everyone guide dog
work was not going to be his lasting
career. He was eventually released
and co-raiser, Anu, was able to adopt
Jericho.

Jericho getting ready to hand out
the all-important dog bones—
what a great new career he chose!

Anu

Elena
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Give Back
While You Shop

Fund Raising to Support Guiding Eyes
Over the Christmas holiday, many chose to do their shopping online.
There are always benefits to this approach; one is that you don’t have to leave
the house; the second is that a portion of your purchase may go to support a
worthy cause. Such was the case this past season and thanks go to our puppy
raiser/sitter, Elena for identifying such an opportunity. From the period
November 1-December 1, if one made a purchase on Boonsupply.com, a
portion of the proceeds would be donated to Guiding Eyes. Through Elena’s
efforts, a total of $248.97 was raised. Elena thanks all who participated!
Elena!

Beautiful items that are good for you,
good for the planet, and good for your cause!

Fun Places to Go

Let us know where you like
to take your pup for outings

B

I’m wishing
for a big
beef bone!

On a puppy sit with Tina in
November, Krissy got to visit
the “real Santa Clause” and
make known her Christmas list.

Krissy waiting patiently to see
if Santa delivered on “the goods”!

Krissy enjoying the first snow fall of
the winter…what fun playing in the
snow and building a snow “woman”

Both Larson and Webster have had
the opportunity to visit the Maryland
Zoo with the Bay Region that has had a
partnership with the Zoo for a few
years. The partnership helps socialize
zoo animals to service dogs making the
zoo accessible to individuals with
service animals. While Larson has
visited twice, Webster got to go for the
first time on December 12.

While Krissy was enjoying the
snow in Maryland, her neighborin-training, Lucy, was enjoying
the beautiful white sand and
sunset in North Carolina.
He visited the penguins, pelicans,
flamingos, cheetahs, lions, giraffes,
elephants, monkeys and
chimpanzees…so far!
Currently the biggest goals are to
get the cheetahs, chimps and lions
more comfortable with the dogs. It has
been a great opportunity for both
Larson and Webster and we look
forward to going back again soon!

Deadline for submission of
articles and/or pictures is
the 1st of each month

Margie -newsletter writer
gebraiser@comcast.net

